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Essay writing. The idea of setting essays is to offer you the chance to make a longer, more complex argument.
Nonetheless, in the model we recommend, the.

Ascending auctions encourage bidders to act collusively and deter weaker potential bidders as they know that
the stronger bidder will always out bid him. Principal Economics Tutor: Mr. When these happen, the capital
and financial account and hence the balance of payments of Singapore will deteriorate. The answer should
comprise an introduction, body and conclusion. Although this may appear repetitive, it offers the reader great
clarity. Governments, as owners of resources that allow businesses to expand and modernize, are always ready
to sell those resources as it will eventually help businesses and certainly bring revenues. For instance, if you
plan to discuss why a nation's real estate market ran into problems and when it will likely rebound, ask those
questions, rhetorically, in your introduction so that the reader knows you plan to address them later. The last
mistake that the Swiss government made was to set a reserve price that was way too low. Due to its larger
amount of low-skilled labour, China has a comparative advantage over Singapore in producing low
value-added goods. Swiss auction was a real flop. There were 6 European countries to held spectrum right
auctions in  The reasons for this big discrepancy in revenues is likely due to poor auction designs and the
sequence in which the auctions took place. There are several reasons why this action attracted so many
participants. Countries should not choose auction design that facilitates collusion, as ascending auction in our
case. Auction theory as a very useful brunch of game theory is of the great interest of modern economists.
Additionally Austrian government set a very low reserve price. UK spectrum auction was relatively
competitive attracting 13 participants. Number of participants was sufficient to run profitable auction, but
combination of officially permitted collusions and low reserve price resulted in absolutely insufficient
revenues. These are an introduction, main body and a conclusion. Number of participants in both countries'
auctions was low, which means that there were risks of collusion. The same is true for professional writing. To
prevent collusion, each license could not be shared and each bidder was allowed no more than one license. But
the main reason for difference in profitability of the spectrum licenses auctions is difference in auction designs
which were effective in some countries and not in the others. Her work can be found on various websites. As
there were five licenses and 4 incumbents, they had an ascending auction.


